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There's a kingdom in the world of trucks that a few privileged have experienced. It starts where without a prescription, mass-market, consumer class ends and the land of a purpose-built, recipe-strength specialty begins. These are vehicles designed with a type of budget that says: This thing should be able to scale 60
percent of the slope with a touch of gas pedal, float its way through 5 feet of water, require almost nothing maintenance for long periods of time and carry 5 passengers comfortably... while the most disgusting weapon that humanity can create is hurled in its way. You build it, we buy it. This is the highest echelon of tough,
the best our species can do in terms of rhino rafting, salt water crocodile, mountain goat and some dinosaur DNA with a pickup truck or school bus. It's a military class... and for the first time in the history of our country, there is a practical and affordable way to experience it. For years these overbuilt colossi have quietly
been introduced to the green fields of Elysium at public auctions. If you were one of the lucky few who ended up living within a possible distance where the DLA sanctioned (Defense Logistics Agency) auction takes place, you would have to show a blow to the face and decide if you want to make a nest egg for a
momentary notice. The system worked well for some, but what about the rest of us who want to sit at the helm of a piece of American military history? An opportunity for the rest of us has arrived. IronPlanet, an online marketplace where buyers and sellers have been selling heavy equipment since 2000, is a proud
recipient of a contract from the Ministry of Defense allowing them to sell rolling stock to agencies such as DLA. IronPlanet has given birth to GovPlanet and executives on the site who have foreseen sales of somewhere between 15,000 and 18,000 pieces of military equipment each year. What military equipment? I'm glad
you asked. If you want to go to our companion article, which touches on the highlights of what is currently on sale, click here. Their nicknames tell the whole story. Jeep on Steroids, Dragon Wagon and one simply called The Beast in the circles of truck enthusiasts take center stage on what seems to be endless pages of
equipment in line for the upcoming auction dates. Each of the construction industry professionals in municipal departments, dealers and off-road enthusiasts have begun to grab the iconic original Humvee, Stewart and Stevenson light-and-medium tactical vehicles and the mighty Oshkosh Heavy Advanced Mobility
Tactical Truck at extremely affordable prices, but there is far more to the term rolling fund than the powerful titans that run on diesel. The rolling stock, to put it simply, anything with wheels on it. holidaymakers dot the pages of the lists. Sometimes a few full-size pickups will pop pop It's like Crazy Eddie made his way into
the complex armed with a camera and a laptop. So yes, while the prices of INSAAAAAANE (sorry), is it really a good idea to give up hard earned money on some machines that may have been pushed through some of the most punishing circumstances known to mankind? First, let's look at the reasons why these rebuilt
machines were retired. Each type of machine has an expiration date, determined by the number of hours of operation, miles driven, shot or the arrival of replacement machines with newer technology coming into the inventory. Another factor in the game is the change in the structure of forces - downward fluctuations in
the number of troops and the number of military units mean that there is more equipment to be combated. In the case of The Humvee and Stewart and Stevenson, the next generation of platforms are rolling out with vastly improved armor for passengers. According to Jeff Holmes, vice president of government solutions
for GovPlanet, many of the pieces of equipment listed at the auction have gone through the renovation process. It's a little more involved than a 21-point inspection and setting up a local fat shack. This vehicle rides in front of the maintenance depot and is completely stripped down to bare metal with all components
removed, then will be re-assembled with any upgrades in technology and will roll out the back of the depot with 0 hours and 0 miles on the sensors. It's all equipment, everything from small arms to equipment, rolling stock and tanks. Jeff explains by calling his years spent in DLA. Most of the equipment is standard
commercial class equipment manufactured by Caterpillar, OshKosh and Stuart and Stevenson. The service is designed to be a simple process and parts galore. However, there is an aspect of bidding on something that you have never seen, which tends to feel hairy as the deal seems better. Every piece of equipment
listed on GovPlanet is subjected to a rigorous (and patented) inspection process that is very thorough. Engine and transmission fluids are analyzed, frames are checked and evaluated modes of operation (you did not think that the guy in the yellow hardhat above came with a loader, did you?). The results, along with
photos and in some cases videos, are posted with the auction listing and GovPlanet ensures that the equipment you're bidding for is accurately presented. As part of their IronClad Assurance, they will have the equipment repaired or return their money if there is a discrepancy. The reassurance seems to be working.
According to Jeff, DLA has seen a 300% increase in the price they receive for equipment and more than 5,000 people took part in the latest auction. We've rounded up some of the highlights from the auction at GovPlanet in an accompanying article here. In memory of the victims and the service of people in the army,
GovPlanet part of the income from some of the sales of Folds of Honor, an organization that helps families of deceased or disabled veterans get a good education. It's just another good reason to go out there and buy something fierce. If a veteran told you about a military diet that included ice cream, you probably think
they were in the Air Force and used to take a PT test on a stationary bike. While this may be true, it may also be someone who is just ill-informed about what the diet should do. But there's actually a military diet. And while all the items in it can be found in the Air Force dining room, it is not a meal plan designed to form a
healthy diet over time. Instead, it is designed to help users lose 10 pounds in three days. Sound safe or healthy? Of course, there may be the advantage of losing a quick 10 before it's time to tape your waistline for the annual PT test, but this weight comes back if you decide to try the Military Diet. Military Diet Keep in
mind: it is a crash diet and has never been proven to have any long-term efficacy. Doctors scoff at the idea of even trying this diet, as the focus is on calorie counting by any means and less on the actual diet. This will test your willpower as everything except BUD/S. Day 1 Breakfast: 1/2 grapefruit, 1 slice of toast, 2
tablespoons peanut butter and 1 cup of caffeinated coffee or tea Lunch: 1/2 cup tuna, 1 slice of toast, 1 cup of caffeine coffee or tea Dinner: 3 ounces of any kind of meat 1 cup green beans 1/2 banana 1 small apple 1 cup vanilla ice cream Day 2 Breakfast: 1 egg, 1 slice toast, 1/2 banana, Lunch: 1 cup cottage cheese, 1
hard-boiled egg, 5 salted crackers Dinner: 2 hot dogs (no bun), 1 cup broccoli, 1/2 cup carrots, 1/2 2 bananas, 1/2 cup vanilla ice cream Day 3 Breakfast : 5 salted crackers, 1 slice of cheddar cheese, 1 small apple lunch: 1 boiled egg, 1 slice toast Dinner : 1 cup tuna, 1/2 banana, 1 cup vanilla ice cream The nearest you
get to the army on this diet discipline because snacks are not allowed. Power! It has no military origin Rumor that the diet started as a way for troops to get more fit in a hurry. It's just a rumor. This is one of a long line of low-carb diets designed to reduce weight for a short period. These series of diets actually originated
with an obese English undertaker writing to the public about the dangers of physicality. In the letter, he advocated giving up bread, butter, milk, sugar, beer and potatoes. Sound familiar? By the 1960s, the idea had re-emerged as an Air Force diet picked up by pilots and passed around the barracks as a volume of
forbidden knowledge. The Air Force, however, has never sanctioned a diet. No branch or military official has ever claimed a diet. But the name Military Diet stuck. There are other, better ways to do this there are probably hundreds low-carb fad diets in America, as it has been for decades. Take your choice if it's yours
yours and you want your doctor to hate you. Some of your friends may swear by the Kale Soup Diet, which involves eating nothing but kale soup for seven full days. Your friends from California might love a lemon detox diet that includes an unhealthy dose of lemon juice and maple syrup. Or the best worst diet that people
actually use: get a tapeworm. On the other hand, if you want to feel good about your crash diet, the Mayo Clinic has brought together medical professionals to create a two-week diet that is designed to help lose weight, eat nutritious food all while creating healthy habits without eating like a Russian serf, with nothing but
cabbage and water, because the king takes all the good things. The king wants what's best for your gainz, Katya. - Blake Stillwell can be contacted at blake.stilwell@military.com. You can also find it on Twitter @blakestilwell or on Facebook. Want to know more about military life? If you're thinking about joining the army,
looking for fitness and basic training tips, or keeping up with military life and benefits, Military.com you're covered. Sign up for Military.com to ensure that military news, updates, and resources are delivered directly to your inbox. Show the full article 2 30 am military time. 2 30 pm military time
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